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A Letter To The Ancestors 

Can you see us? You can…? This isn’t what you had in mind, is it? We’re not 
where you thought we would be. We’re not who you thought we would be. 
It’s hard to recognize us, isn’t it? Same skin color, same faces, same blood. 
But that’s where it ends. We’ve changed, mutated, integrated, disintegrated. 

We don’t fight like you did. We march. We protest. We vote. You fought. 
With your hands, with your life. You fought for your children. We bargain 
with ours. We leverage the lives of our young for cars, houses, clothes, 
contracts and jobs. You died for your children. We kill ours. 

This isn’t what you had in mind, is it? Bet you’re a little disappointed. You 
thought we would have come home by now. Come inside to avoid the rain. 
You didn’t know we could be so thoroughly turned out. You didn’t know we 
could be so cowardly, so weak, so stupid. Well… 

You’re probably not impressed with our millionaire athletes, our millionaire 
entertainers, our millionaire entrepreneurs. You must have heard about 
what’s happening to our families. About all our brothers unemployed, in jail, 
dead. About all of our sisters struggling to keep it together. About all of our 
children abandoned. You thought we were like you. You thought we were 
going to stick together. Oh, no... We can’t trust one another anymore. We 
just look out for ourselves. Let everybody do they own thing, you know? 

I know. This isn’t what you had in mind. I guess that’s where we’re different: 
you had minds. We don’t. You had faith. We don’t. You had determination. 
We don’t. You had direction. We don’t. You remembered. We forgot. These 
days we simply float without purpose - like lost spirits. 

Oh, by the way, we’re not Black anymore. We don’t have to be. We can just 
be American or whatever. We can change our hair, our eyes. We’ve got that 
kind of freedom now. Free to be anything or nothing at all. And we don’t 
need minds. We just do what we’re told to do. We don’t plan. We wait until 
something happens. And if we can’t handle a problem in our lifetimes, we’ll 
leave it for our children to deal with. 

I know. This isn’t what you had in mind. We’re sorry. Really…sorry. 

But thanks for everything.  

Good-bye 
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Time Hasn't Healed BLACK SELF-HATE:  

Preface by Ulysses Slaughter 

Time flies. But time doesn’t necessarily or naturally heal wounds. The fact of 

the matter is that wounds can get worse with the passing of time. Wounds, 

either untreated or misdiagnosed, can eventually lead to death. 

The wound on Black skin has gotten worse. What at first is a mystical, 

majestic and beautiful birth into Black skin too frequently morphs into 

misery, meanness and madness. The legendary rhythm and blues band Earth, 

Wind and Fire sings: "child is born with a heart of gold. Way of the world, 

makes his heart so cold." 

I said it in the first edition of this book. I’ll repeat it here in the rewrite: “only 

those who are out of touch need research” to substantiate that Black life has 

gotten worse. 

My name is Ulysses Grant Slaughter. I'm named after my father. Many 

people know me as Butch Slaughter. There was a time when I preferred to be 

called Butch. There was a time when I despised my father and didn't want to 

share a name with him. My father killed my mother Clarice when I was 12 

years old. I heard the two gunshots that took her life. I watched her bleed 

from a gaping hole in her right temple. I testified in court against my father. I 

didn't want his name.  I wanted as much distance from him as possible.  

Time flies. And sometimes 

time can heal old wounds. It 

doesn't happen naturally. We 

have to acknowledge the 

wounds. We have to address the wounds. We have to seek and scale the 

steep mountain of redemption. Sometimes, through love, compassion and 

forgiveness, we can heal wounds. Sometimes.  

I forgave my father before he died. He asked for my forgiveness. Deep in my 

heart, I wanted to forgive and be forgiven of my trespasses, too. My mother 

would have wanted it. And so it was. Transformative forgiveness. Radical 

reconciliation. 

In addition to wanting forgiveness for my father I wanted my name back. My 

We have to seek and scale the steep 
mountain of redemption. 
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name is Ulysses. I am my mother's son. I am my father's son. I inherited their 

love, their fears, their mistakes and their dreams. One day my children will 

inherit mine. One day I may need to seek forgiveness from my children so 

that our family can move forward. 

This book is called Why Our Children Hate Us:  How Black Adults 

Betray Black Children. I came up with the name and the concept for this 

book back in the Spring 2006. Hatred for my father influenced the book’s  

conception. Love for my children influenced the book’s completion  

That’s my son, Khalil, on the cover of this book. It’s been more than 13 

years since he took that cover photo and he’s more than 13 years older. At 

the time of this typing, I think he’s still alive. He hasn’t been pulled over by a 

cop and shot. He hasn’t been cornered by another Black man and shot. He 

hasn’t overdosed. He hasn’t committed suicide. He hasn't given up on 

himself. As far as I know… 

I hope Khalil wakes up into another world one day. A world that has figured 

out another form of living, another economy other than slavery, lies and 

manipulation. I hope his children can live in another reality very different 

than the one we describe here in this book. 

Time flies. It’s been 13 years since we released the first edition of “Why Our 

Children Hate Us: How Black Adults Betray Black Children.” So much has 

changed. So much stayed the same. Black children still hate Black adults. 

Black adults still betray Black children. 

 

 

Let me get to the core aspects of the betrayal and the core reason for the 

hatred. It’s simple. I actually hate that this message sounds so common and 

worn out, but here it is:  we’ve forgotten (don’t have a clue or never knew) 

who we are, where we came from, what brought us here, why we are in this 

condition and why we are alive. No one tells the story from the beginning.  

I’m not just talking about the classical African or Afrikan beginnings. I’m 

talking about the cosmic, Source-infused beginning.  

Black children still hate Black adults. Black 
adults still betray Black children. 
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We’ve forgotten our Gods and in spite of all the glorious sunlight, booming 

thunder, seamless cosmic animation and inexplicable beauty, we don’t believe 

such God-energy even exists. And if some God does exist, it doesn’t exist for 

Black people. So why pray? Why ask for - or demand even! - some Divine 

intervention? Donald Trump runs the universe, right…? He’s God, right…? 

Like Obama...? 

The problem is that Black adults have not parted ways with the system that 

destroyed their ancestors. Black adults haven't left the plantation. During 

Black captivity (slavery) we used survival as a strategy. Today we fully 

embrace survival as a lifestyle.  

We don’t understand that "the system" is crazy, made by crazy people and 

made to make people crazy. It ain’t just about what White people are doing 

to Black children, it’s also about how Black adults embrace and duplicate the 

destructive designs of global Whiteness. 

Far too many Black people believe in, participate in, and die for a system that 

is rotten at its core. This rot is not metaphorical. This is true rot. True decay. 

This "American" experiment started all wrong. It started with genocide. It 

started with slavery. It started with murder. It started with lies. The core is 

rotten. 

I hear some of you saying:  "No. It started just as Whites intended. The lies, 

the murder, the slavery - it was intended. It's not a mistake. It's part of the 

system. It's White Supremacy."  

My response is borrowed from the immortal poet Gil Scott-Heron:  "There 

ain't no such thing as a Superman." There never was. Never will be. And just 

as there ain't no such thing as a Superman, there ain't no such thing as White 

Supremacy. There might be a delusional agenda created and managed by 

insane White people. There might be evil tools crafted for the effort. There 

might be advocates - zealots - of the campaign. But supremacy? No. Hell no. 

Initiating madness, intending to maintain madness does not make you 

supreme. It makes you sick. You want to call it anything, call it White 

Sickness. (My grandmother would say something like "don't encourage that 

foolishness.") I say stop encouraging the fools with this misguided notion of 

supremacy. Stop calling it supremacy. Call it what it is: Sickness. 
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Oh, and by the way:  don't you Black adults act like you haven't been infected 

by the white sickness. You're infected. Malcolm X told the story of the slave 

who would say "we sick" when his master got sick. The slave loved his 

master so much that the slave embodied, embraced and assumed 

responsibility for his master's sickness. Many of you Black adults do that 

today.  

We Black people sick. That's why our children hate us. 

Think about this: as Black people, we've convinced ourselves that we should 

be able to get the same education that teaches us how to oppress poor 

people just like Whites oppress poor people. As Black people we should be 

able to rise to POTUS, wear cool sunglasses and order war drone strikes like 

White presidents would order them. As Blacks we should be free to be as 

materialistically wasteful as our white neighbors. As Blacks we should be able 

and obligated to vote in a rigged political system just like everyone else. We 

should be able to fight in illegal wars where we kill innocent people, steal 

their resources and civilize them for their own good.  

Our children hate us because we're only Black on "the outside." Oreo. 

Black people keep telling their children to get a good education to support 

the sick system of oppression. Black people keep telling their children to get 

good jobs in the sick system of oppression. Black people keep telling their 

children to be good citizens in the sick system of oppression.  We actually 

use our children as bait to perpetually trap ourselves. It's sad. It's deadly. 

Literally. 

Black adults have signed onto The American Dream, totally ignoring the 

indisputable fact that this dream was born out of lucid madness. The 

American Dream demands that most Americans and non-Americans 

experience non-stop nightmares. Black adults have said "we want the right to 

create, coordinate, promote and manage this American madness. Our 

ancestors helped build this country. We have the right to be included in this 

insanity! We want in!”  

Get out… 
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When the first edition of this book was released, White parents would buy 

the book from me and tell me “this book could be written for White adults 

as well.” 

I couldn’t agree more. White adults are part of the not-so-secret conspiracy 

of lies. White adults are as guilty as Black adults for the betrayal and the 

madness we all face on this spinning cosmic ball. White people have a deep 

and vested interest in the maintenance of racial madness. But unfortunately 

the perverted investment won't pay off much longer.  

White children suffer and will continue to suffer, too. White adults betray 

White children. White children actually hate White adults, too. White adults 

are liars. White adults are cowards just like their Black counterparts. You 

White adults walk around the world pretending you're better than everyone 

else. It costs to hold up this expensive charade. Your soul is the price you 

pay. Many of you are willing to sacrifice the next generation. Rich or poor 

doesn't matter. Only your temporary and lucky "white" skin matters. Only 

your socially constructed racial position matters.  

Some White adults will say "I worked hard for the things I have.” 

Some White adults will say, "anyone who works hard like me can have the 

same things I have in America." 

What some White adults won't say - what you won't admit - is that you got 

lucky. You're not supreme. You're a beneficiary of deceptive and even deadly 

deals.  Your advantages were stolen.  Your children have inherited lies. Your 

children are in receipt of stolen goods. Your children are on stolen lands. 

You and your children are living lies. 

Paul Robeson put it well when he said during an interview in Australia:   

Upon the backs of my people was developed the primary wealth of America - THE 

PRIMARY WEALTH. You have to have accumulated wealth to start, you know, to 

build.  

You did it another way here in Australia, you had to build your accumulated wealth, too. 

You just came and took it. You know what I mean, that’s what they did in most of the 

countries. That’s what you Westerners, that what you Europeans did. You just took it. 

We have to catch up with you a little bit. 
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Well, Mr. Robeson, if the liars - both Black and White - keep on this course, 

there will be no catching up - unless we view the graveyard as our finish line. 

We'll be equal there for sure. Equal in the lies and death.  

Black Lies. White Lies. Lies. Lies. Lies. Yeah. 

Black children hate Black adults because cowardly Black adults are working 

in partnership with lying, conniving white people. Instead of shaping a new 

vision for a new reality, Black adults are trying to play, and even win, the 

same game that trapped their ancestors.  

In order to halt this madness Black adults will need to forgive themselves and 

return to a Black beginning. Black adults can even help White people by 

going back to a Black beginning. 

What’s a Black beginning? I'll answer that question in my next book, my 

blogs, my vlogs and my lectures. If you want a sense of how I will move into 

the future, take a look now at how I moved out of my past with this work.  

In this first edition of Why Our Children Hate Us, I am responsible for the 

essays:  A Letter to The Ancestors; The Instincts of A Goose; Why Our 

Children Hate Us;  Jesus Isn't Real; Ricky Needs A Job; Everybody's Got A 

Cell; The Sun Rises; The Sun Sets; C.R.A.C.K. Kills; In Search of The Black 

Community; Where's Bebe?; Our Children, Their Future; Colia Clark; And 

What About Black Boys?; Through The Eyes of A Warrior; My Son Tried to 

Kill Me; Darren Was Still Alive; and What Would Our Ancestors Say? 

The balance of the writing was crafted by my good friend and brother Eric 

"Brother Shomari" Grimes.  

I look forward to adding new essays to a future book. I think we need to 

rethink Black Lives Matter, Colin Kaepernick AND Barack Obama. 

Yes...Barack Obama.  

Care to join me? Dare to join me. 
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The Instincts of Geese 

It was a beautiful, late spring day. A bold, yellow sun – the kind of sun 

children draw with fat crayons – balanced in a clear, blue sky above. The 

wind was calm, and Philadelphia’s murky, green Schuylkill River was a 

deceptive oasis. I pulled the van into a parking lot near the river, opened the 

door and my three- year-old daughter dashed toward the water. I chased. In 

milliseconds, she was within my over-protective grip, laughing and struggling 

to be free.  

I released her, allowing her the chance to run several yards up. Suddenly she 

stopped near a patch of grass and bushes, stooping down and extending her 

hand. From behind the bushes, three baby geese – goslings – appeared. They 

ignored her innocent hand, moving to her side and continuing toward bread 

scraps in the grass. Slowly she followed them, unaware that nearly 30 adult 

geese were angrily approaching her small back. 

I dashed to my child, lifting her from the ground just as three geese snapped 

at her legs. All three missed, but I kicked one in the stomach for good 

measure. The goose gawked, fluttered his wings and quickly got to its feet. 

“Damn geese!” I shouted, backing away with my daughter. 

The whole flock appeared to stare at me, gawking loudly, some flapping their 

wings and jumping. I put my child back in the van; still watching the birds 

watch me. 

“I wanna see the ducks!” my daughter cried. “I wanna see the ducks!” “Okay,” 

I told her. “Wait just a minute.” 

The geese still stared. Two walked toward our van.  

“Goddamn,” I whispered under my breath. “These things are serious.” 

The three goslings were long gone, nowhere in sight. 

But the adult geese were still defending their territory. 

Still defending their babies. There was no way of 

knowing which geese were the gosling ‘parents.’ All 

of them responded with the same rage. They came in 

a pack, a unit. All at once. 

If those goslings 

had been Black 

children, Black 

adults would have 

handed them over – 

no questions asked 
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Instinct. Simple instinct. They weren’t going to wait for something to happen 

to their babies; they were determined to prevent it from the very beginning. 

Instinct. No deliberation. No ambiguity. Instinct. 

If those goslings had been Black children, Black adults would have handed 

them over – no questions asked. 

“Here. Take our children. Roast them. Eat them. Have them for dinner.” 

If those goslings were Black children, most of the adults would have ignored 

the danger, refused to intercede. 

“That’s not my child,” they would say. “That’s not my business.” 

Geese fight harder than most Black people. That’s why our children hate us. 
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C.R.A.C.K. Kills 

You might be familiar with crack, but have you ever heard of Barbara Harris? 

I first heard of Harris in October 2001. By then her group C.R.A.C.K. had 

been in business for nearly four years. C.R.A.C.K. stands for Children 

Requiring a Caring Kommunity. C.R.A.C.K. pays drug addicts and alcoholics 

up to $300 for volunteering to receive either long-term birth control or 

sterilization. 

Four years into her mission, Harris had established 22 chapters throughout 

the country, in cities including Seattle, Chicago and Dallas. In those first four 

years she had “helped” 500 clients paying $100,000 for their consent to 

sterilization. 

Today the group once known as C.R.A.C.K. operates under the fictitious 

name Project Prevention. Different name, same game: sterilize. You imagine 

the transaction might go something like this: 

Helper: “So your application here says you’re a crackhead, huh?”  

Crackhead: “Yeah, you gone give me $200 dollars, uh somethin’, right?”  

Helper: “Yes, but first we have to make an appointment for your 

procedure.” 

Crackhead: “Appointment, uh, okay, when?” 

Helper: “Now.” 

Crackhead: “Now…? Uh, okay.” 

Helper: “Read over this consent agreement. This indicates that you were not 

forced to do anything you didn’t want to do. It states that you made this 

decision of your own free will and understand the consequences.” 

Crackhead: “This line?” 

Helper: “Yes, right there. Do you need me to read it for you?” 

Crackhead: “Naw, naw. I can read. Just cause I’m a crackhead don’t mean 

I’m stupid. Where’s the money? Is it cash?” 
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Could the transaction be any saner than the illustration above? I doubt it. 

How do you get the consent of an addict? I’m told they aren’t very 

trustworthy. Addicts, I’m told, rarely agree with their selves… 

Let some tell it, this is a complex situation. What are you to do? Anytime I’ve 

read about Harris, her opposition or this situation, there are only two basic 

questions advanced. Do you let the addict continue producing sick, state-

dependent babies? Or do you cut off the path to the womb? But aren’t there 

more questions to consider? 

For your information, Barbara Harris is white. But Barbara Harris’ husband 

is – you guessed it! – Black. Marriage to a Black man comforts some that 

Harris’s motives are not based in racism. Would a Black man sit by idly while 

his people are subjected to questionable practices? Don’t answer. And 

no…we’re not sure if he’s a minister... 

Legend has it that Harris started C.R.A.C.K. after she and her husband 

adopted four Black, crack-addicted children from a crack-addicted mother. 

Certainly, Harris’s agency has “helped” other women beside Black women. 

That, too, will help prove she is not a racist. And she’s reportedly received 

hundreds of thousands of dollars from important people, including 

donations from talk show host Dr. Laura Schlessinger, Pittsburgh billionaire 

Richard Mellon Scaife through his Allegheny Foundation and a venture 

capitalist named Jim Woodhill. Harris is getting money to keep her mission 

alive. Important people believe in her work. 

Harris’s method of “helping” addicts is what most social scientists would call 

treating the symptom, not the problem. Sterilizing addicts is not going to 

stop addicts from being addicts. Sterilizing addicts is not going to prevent 

future addictions. Sterilizing addicts is certainly not going to stop the flow of 

drugs into the Black community or the non-stop agenda to destroy Black 

children. 

Maybe step two of Harris’s “helping” agenda will be to take her Black 

husband on a corner and actually stop the flow of drugs into the street. 

There are plenty of “urban” corners that could use her presence. However, 

I’m willing to bet none of her donors will give money to this effort. But 

maybe Harris and her husband will do it for free.  
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